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Tutorial #5 

IP-whitelists and multiple consuming applications deployed on the same server  

SoaScape Reconciler uses IP-addresses to identify consuming applications, either in the service policies (IP 
whitelists that restrict the access to an endpoint) or in the log files. That is unambiguous in most cases, as 
the most applications are deployed on dedicated (virtual) servers. However, some applications share the 
hosting servers and the server’s IP-address cannot uniquely identify the service consumers.  

This tutorial explains how to deal with these situations when processing policy whitelists. 

For example, applications “A1” and “A2” are both deployed on the server with the IP-address “10.11.1.2”. 
The whitelist of the restriction access policy for the endpoint “E1” of the server “S1” includes this address. 
This means that both A1 and A2 can access the service S1 via that endpoint. However, it may be the case 
that A2 never accesses this service; declaring A1 and A2 as the consumers of S1 would be incorrect and 
misleading. 

Reconciler cannot resolve this automatically, therefore a user-assisted mechanism has been provided to 
specify that some applications are not consumers of a service they can access. 

Reconciler shows the list of hosts that accommodate multiple applications in the “Service Consumers” 
Window. This is a “tree view”: the top-level nodes are hosts and the hosted applications are listed as child 
nodes. Each application node has again child nodes that show their consuming relationships. By using the 
context menu (right mouse button) you can select to show these consuming relationships as either: 

- list of service endpoints that the application may access according to the whitelist policies 
- list of consumed services (behind the endpoints) 
- list of service-providing applications (as deduced: endpoint -> service -> providing application) 

Again, by using the context menu, you can specify that a consuming relationship should be “marked as 
surplus”. This means that Reconciler will maintain will remove this consumer form the list of the 
endpoint’s consuming applications, but maintain the needed information, so the consuming relationship 
can be “re-activated”. 
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This scree-capture shows an example with several hosts, applications and service endpoints (endpoint-ids 
and IP-addresses have been hidden). 

The list shows the host RIN439 (IP-address 50.11.50.33) that accommodates two applications: KBN and 
Neuron. For each application, the list of accessible endpoints is shown. For KBN, the possible consuming 
of three accessible endpoints have been declared as “surplus”; i.e., there is no consuming relationship.  

Please notice that the lists would be identical if no consuming relationship were marked as surplus – you 
can see it for the host WSA401P (top of the list). 

The popup (context) menu is self-explanatory. 

ADDITIONAL CAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

The markings specifying which relationships have to be excluded (marked as surplus) are maintained as an 
association between the deployed application and the endpoint, identified by its unique id. 

- When the application is deleted, the markings are automatically deleted. 
- When the endpoint is deleted, the marking remains in the database. In this case, Reconciler warns the 

user that he needs to pay attention to this every time the list of multiple deployments is being rebuilt.  

  


